
UNIT-6 

Introduction: 

In computer storage media basically there are two types of storages:- 

1.Primary storage:-The storage media is directly opened by the CPU. 

EX: Main memory , it has small size and limited storage capacity but provides faster access 

to the data& cost is very high. 

2. Secondary & Tertiary Storage:- Hard disk drives are classified as secondary storage ,where 

as removable media (EX: pendrive) are considered as tertiary storage.Data in these storages 

cannot directly processed by CPU.First the contents are copied to main memory and then 

processed cost is less and provide lower access to the data then primary storage devices. 

Primary storage level 

 

Static random access memory(SRAM) Dynamic random access memory(DRAM) 

(or) [cache]  (or) [main memory] 

->CPU uses cache memory to speed up the execution of the programs. 

->DRAM provides the main work area for CPU for keeping programs & data. 

-> Advantages of DRAM is low cost and drawbacks are volatility and lower speed compared 

to SRAM. 

Secondary and tertiary storage includes 

->disks, 

->mass storage in the form of CD-ROM (compact disk read only memory). 

-> DVD’s (Digital video disk). 

->tapes at least expensive. 

Storage capacity is stored in kilo bytes (1 kb or 1000 bytes) 

Mega bytes(1MB or 1 million bytes) 

Giga bytes(1GB or 1 billion bytes) 

Tera bytes(1000 GB) 

� Programs execute and reside in DRAM. 

� Generally large payment data base reside son secondary memory and portion of it 

are read into buffers of main memory when required .In some cases the entire 



database is kept in main memory leading to main memory database .these are useful 

in real time applications that need form response time. 

EX:-Telephone switching application . 

� Between DRAM and magnetic disk another form of memory is called flash memory is 

there .this is non volatile.These are highly density and high performance memory 

using EEROM. 

� Advantagesof flash memory is fats access .Disadvantages : if we want to delete data 

entire block must be erased .These are used in cameras MP3 players. 

� CD-ROM disks store data optically and are read by LASER .These contain pre 

recorded data that cannot be overridden .we cannot erase the data we can write 

once read many (WORM) . 

� DVD’s will store 4.5 GB to 15 GB. 

� Optical juke box memory use an array of CD -ROM platters ,which are loaded on to 

the drives on demand .capacity of these is in the 100’s GB but retrival time slower 

than magnetic disks. 

� Magnetic tapes are used for achieving and backup storage of data. 

� Transient data structures presise for only a limited time during program execution . 

� Most databases are stored perminantly on magnetic disk ,due to following reasons. 

1. Databases are too large to ft in the main memory. 

2. Secondary storage devices like disks are nonvolatilestorage but main memory is 

volatile storage . 

3. Cost of storage per unit is less than for secondary storage than primary storage . 

� Magnetic tapes can be stored for storing databases because costs are less than 

compare d to disks ,but accessing data on tape is quite low. 

� Data stored on tapes is “off line “ So an automatic loading device required to make 

the data on online .In constant disk are “online” devices can be accessed directly at 

any time. 

� Databases applications need only a small portion of data base at a particular point of 

time for processing .When required that portion will be loaded from secondary 

memory to main memory for processing and re written to the disk if the data is 

changed . 

� The data on the disk is organized as files of records .Each record is a collection of 

data base of entities there attributes and relation ship. 

� Records must be stored on the disk in such an way that when need than has to be 

accessed efficiently. 



Magnetic disk : 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Magnetic disks are used for storing the large amount of data .Most basic 

unitof data on the disk is a single bit of information To code information bits are 

grouped into bytes .based on thee computer the bit sizes are generally 4 to 8 bits 

.capacity of a disk is given by no of bytes it can store . 

As shown in fig(a) all disks are made of magnetic material shaped as a thin 

circular disk ,and protected by a plastic areascyclic cover . If a disk stores in 

formation in one side the it is called “single sided disk” .If both surface are used then 

it is called ”double sided disk “. To increase storage capacity disks can be 

assembeled to get more surfaces as shown in fir(b). this is known as “disk pack”. The 

information is stored on the disk surface in the form of concentric circles of small 

width . Each circle is having different diameter .Each circle is called a “track” .In disk 

packs tracks with some diameter on different surfaces is called a “cylinder” . 

because of the shape they would form it connected in space The data stored on one 

cylinder can be retrived much faster. 

The number of tracks on a disk ranges from a few hundred to few thousand 

and the capacity of each track range from lens of k bytes t150 k bytes . A track is 

divided into smaller blocks or sectors The division of a track into sectors is hard - 

coded on disk surface and can not be changed . 
 
 
 
 

 



Sectors of the tracks will subtents fixed angles at the center of circle A track may be divided 

into any no . of sectors .For Ex: Some cylinders may have one sector per track and some 

may have two per track and so on . While formatting disk the operating system sets division 

of tracks into equal sized disk blocks (or pages ). Block size is fixed during initialization and 

can not be changed dynamically disk block size ranges from 512 and 892 bytes .sectors sub 

divided into blocks during initialization blocks are separated by fixed sizes “inter block gaps”

  . these will have specially coded control information written during 

disk initialization . 

A disk is a random access addressable device transfer of data between main 

memory and disk takes place in units of disks blocks .The hard ware address of the 

bock is given by a combination of a cylinder number track number (surface number 

with in the cylinder in which the track is located ) and block number (with the track) 

blocks are held by contiguous resourced area in main storage called buffers for the 

“read ” command the bock from disks is copied into buffer where as for a write 

command the contents of buffer are copied into the disk block .some times several 

contiguous blocks may be transferred as a unit known as “cluster ”. in this case the 

buffer size is adjusted as the no. of bytes in the cluster. 

The mechanism that read or write s a block is the disk read /write head 

which is part of a system called disk drivers .Adisk pack is mounted in the disk drive 

,which includes a monitor that rotate the disks .read/write head includes an 

electronic component attached to a mechanical arm .once read/write head is 

positioned on the right track and the block specified is the block addressed moves 

under the read/write heads the electronic component of the read/write head is 

activated to transfer the data .some disk units have fixed read/write heads with as 

many heads as there are tracks .these are called fixed head disks , where disk units 

with an actuator are called movable head disk .A disk controller embeded in the disk 

drive , controls the disk drive and interface it to the computer system. The disk 

controller first mechanically position the read/write head on the correct track the 

time required to do this is called “seek time ”. typical seek times are 7 to 10 msec on 

desktops and 3 to 8 ms an server .There is another delay called “rotational delay ” or 

“latency” while the beginning of the desired block rotated into position under 

read/write head .Finally some additional time is needed to transfer data that is 

called the “block transfer time “.Time needed to locate and transfer a disk block is 

in the order of milliseconds (EX: 9 to 60 msec). 

 Magnetic tape: 

Disks are random access secondary storage devices because an arbitraty disk block 

may be accessed at random once we specify its address .magnetic tapes are 

sequential access device .To nth block on the tape first we must be scanned the 

preceding n-1 blocks .Data is stored on real of high capacity magnetic tape ,some 

what to audio tapes or video tapes ,A tape drive is required to read/write the data 

to a “tape reel”. 

A read/write head is used to read or write data on tape .Data record son tape also 

stored in block as like disks .The main characteristics of a tape is its requirement that 



we access the data blocks in “sequential order” .To get a block in the middle of s rel 

tape the tape is mounted and then scanned until the required block gets under the 

read /write head so tape access is slow and mostly not used for online storage of 

data .Tapes serve a very important function called “backing up ” the database .The 

reason for backing up is to keep copies of backup files in case of data is lost due to 

disk crash .So disk files are copied periodically tot tape .EX: airline reservation 

system >database files that are seldome (rarely) used or are out dated but required 

for historical record keeping can be achieved on tapes,now a days ,backing up 

enterprises databases so that on transaction information is lost is a 

majorundertaking. 
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